Abstract-Frontier-based method is most commonly used in robotic exploration. One popular frontier searching method is to exploit the idea of rapidly-exploring random tree and to use the grown edges of the tree to search for frontiers. Compared to traditional methods based on image processing, it can be applied to high-dimensional exploration more efficiently. However, this method usually needs to occupy a large number of storage resources and searches for frontiers slowly in the environment where random trees are not easy to grow (unfavorable environment). In this paper, a sample-based frontier detection algorithm (SFD) is proposed. Firstly, by changing the growth rule and the storage mode of the random tree, the disadvantage of slow growth of the tree under unfavorable environments is overcome. Secondly, we divide the map into blocks which are used to delete redundant tree nodes during the exploration to reduce required computation resources. In order to evaluate the proposed frontier detection algorithm, two different kind of simulation environments have been set up. The experimental results show that our algorithm saves the memory resource greatly and shows better performances in unfavorable environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Exploration is a key step toward the real robotic autonomy by mapping the environment independently, which can provide the basis for the further operation of robots. Autonomous robot exploration plays an important role in many occasions, such as industrial inspection [1] , rescue [2] , underwater survey [3] , planet exploration [4] and so on. Therefore, more and more scholars are attracted to study it. Among the various approaches, frontier-based exploration is most commonly used. The frontier is defined as the boundary between unknown area and free area. A mobile robot can get more unknown environmental information with on-board sensors through autonomously navigating to these frontiers. However, the mostlyused frontier searching method is edge detection through image processing which usually handles the whole map and will become more complex and difficult in high dimensional environments. Unfortunately, most of the environments that robots need to explore are high-dimensional. Therefore, the exploration methods based on rapidly-exploring random tree [5] which performs well in high dimensional environments have been put forward in succession. At present, there are The red points represent tree nodes that need to be stored. The blue squares represent blocks. If there is a yellow point at the center of a block, the redundant tree nodes in this block have been deleted. The green edges are used to search for frontiers and the green points are found frontier points. The lower part is a diagram of current frontier detection algorithm using rapidly-exploration random tree (RFD) [6] . The blue and purple structures including nodes and edges represent random trees and they all need to be stored.
mainly two ways of exploration based on rapidly-exploring random tree.
• Using modified rapidly-exploring random tree to generate paths for exploration [7] [8] [9] [10], so that robots can complete the task through continuous movements. However, due to the randomness of the generated paths, it will cause robots to explore the same area many times and lose the advantages of maximizing the information gain through moving to frontiers.
• Using modified rapidly-exploring random tree to search for frontiers [6] . However, as the exploration process proceeds, more and more tree nodes and edges need to be stored, thus occupying a lot of storage resources. In practice, The resource of the robot platform is often very limited, so unconstrained growth of the tree will reduce the efficiency and practicability of the algorithm. In addition, due to the slow growth of the random tree in unfavorable environments (such as floors containing many rooms and long corridors), the frontier points may not be found for a long time.
In order to solve the above problems, we propose a samplebased frontier detection algorithm (SFD). The experiment results show that our SFD greatly reduces the required computation and memory resources and performs better in unfavorable environments, as shown in Figure 1 . The main contributions of this paper are: (1) A fast and robust frontier 978-1-7281-0377-8/18/$31.00 © 2018 IEEE detection algorithm which works well in unfavorable and high dimensional environments. (2) The required computation resources for frontier detection are greatly reduced through building a block structure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we discuss the related work. Section III describes the SFD algorithm. We validate the performance of SFD in two simulation environments in section IV and we conclude in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Yamauchi [11] first proposed the frontier-based exploration method and defined the frontier as the boundary between unknown area and free area. Since then, a lot of frontierbased methods were proposed [12] [13] [14] , and extended from single robot to multi robots [15] [16] [17] . Thus, there are more and more methods to better coordinate multi robots [18] [19] [20] , so as to avoid repeated exploration of the same area, shorten the unnecessary robot movement distance and accelerate the exploration speed. On the other hand, C. Stachniss et al. [21] considered the accuracy of autonomous localization and mapping of environment during the exploration.
In recent years, a lot of methods for accelerating the frontier searching speed are proposed [22] [23] . Matan Keidar and Gal A. Kaminka [22] proposed two algorithms for searching frontiers: wavefront frontier detector (WFD) and fast frontier detector (FFD). The WFD uses depth first search method and only searches the frontiers in the known environment map, thus avoiding the processing of the whole map. The FFD is based on the argument that the new frontier is bound to appear from the new information obtained by sensors, so the new frontier can be detected by processing the sensor data. Recently, H. Umari and S. Mukhopadhyay [6] first proposed the idea of using rapidly-exploring random trees to detect frontiers (hereinafter referred to as RFD). If the tree edge falls on the unknown area and the free area at the same time, the unknown point adjacent to the free area is a frontier point.
At the same time, the methods of using the random tree to generate the path needed for robotic exploration are also put forward. G. Oriolo et al. [7] proposed one of them. It generates the motion paths of the robot in safe area around the robot randomly until the robot reaches all areas that need to be explored. Recently, A. Bircher et al. [10] proposed a novel method. It grows a certain number of tree nodes randomly and selects the first edge of the tree branch with most information for robot to move. Due to the excellent performance of rapidlyexploration random trees in high dimensional environments, the authors applied this method to autonomous exploration of a four rotor unmanned aerial vehicle in three dimensional environments.
Though our SFD also uses the idea of rapidly-exploration random trees, it is different from the RFD algorithm and the classical rapidly-exploration random tree algorithm proposed in [5] which is used for path planning. We fully realize the difference between the function of random tree used in searching frontiers for exploration and in generating feasible motion paths for the robot, thus changing the growing rule of the random tree. We also change the storage method of the random tree by only preserving the information of the tree nodes, and abandoning the information of the tree edges after searching the frontier points with those edges.
III. SAMPLE-BASED FRONTIER DETECTION ALGORITHM

A. New growing rule and storage method of rapidlyexploration random trees
With the proceeding of the exploration process, more and more environmental information is obtained through the onboard sensors, and the map of the environment is generated. The map can be divided into known area X know and unknown area X unknow . Meanwhile, known area X know can be divided into obstacle area X obstacle and free area X free . The frontier refers to the boundary between the unknown area X unknow and the free area X free in the map.
The growth of classical rapidly-exploration random trees begins with a starting point (root node) x init . First, x init is added to the valid tree node set V . Then, in each iteration, a point x rand is sampled randomly from a given range, and the point x neareast in the valid tree node set V is found which is nearest from x rand . From x neareast , we grow an edge to x rand and this operation will generate a new point x new , so that the length η of the edge between x rand and x new is fixed. If the edge falls on X free , x new is added as a valid tree node to V so as to form an integrated structure similar to the tree.
When using rapidly-exploration random tree to search for fronties, if the edge falls on X unknow and X free at the same time, the unknown point on this edge adjacent to X free is a frontier point.
Since the rapidly-exploration random tree in SFD is not used to generate the feasible motion paths for the robot, it is only used to search for the frontiers. Therefore, SFD only preserves the information of the tree nodes, and then discards the information of the tree edges after detecting the frontier points through the newly grown edges. Thus this operation can reduce the required computation resources. At the same time, we change the growing rule of the tree. If x new and edge fall in X know but the edge crosses X obstacle , x new is still regarded as valid and is added to V , as shown in Figure 2 , to improve the growing speed of the random tree in various environments and accelerate the search speed for frontiers.
B. Block Structure
Although in our method, the growing rate of random trees in various environments is improved by changing the growing rule and storage method of the tree, the number of tree nodes which need to be stored is still not efficiently controlled. As time goes on, it will continue to increase indefinitely. If this is not handled, more and more memory will be occupied with the process of exploration, and the growth of the tree will get slow. Therefore, the task of exploration is difficult to be completed well especially in large and high dimension environments. In this paper, a block structure is proposed to delete a large number of redundant tree nodes during the exploration so that the number of tree nodes is controlled in a small range and the demand for memory resources is greatly reduced.
Since the growth of the random tree is from x init and then grows to X unknow , it is similar to the forward propagation of water waves. And each time, the tree will select x nearest in V which is nearest from x rand to grow x new . Therefore, the extension of the tree to the surrounding is mainly dependent on the external valid tree nodes. The nodes surrounded by the others do not have much effect on extending the new ones, thus becoming redundant.
In this paper, we divide the map area into square blocks whose lengths are all resolution block , as shown in Figure  3 . During the exploration, the valid tree nodes generated by random trees will fall in the regions where different blocks are located and the redundant tree nodes will be deleted using those blocks.
Firstly, as shown in Figure 3 , there are four neighborhoods blocks which are on the sides of the A block in the middle position (It can also use eight neighborhoods, but for convenience, we use four neighborhoods). If each of them contains sufficient number (vertice min ) of tree nodes to extend new ones, the nodes in A then have little effect on outward expansion and become redundant. If A is in X know , it is regarded as an invalid block. Thus, all tree nodes in A are deleted and we do not sample x rand and grow x new in A, which reduces the required memory resources and accelerates the frontier detection speed. If A has unexplored area, the above processing is not carried out.
Secondly, when A is invalid, it is also considered to have contained vertice min tree nodes even if it actually does not. Then, if the number of tree nodes in the other three neighborhood blocks of B which is adjacent of A also reaches the vertice min , the tree nodes in B do not have much effects on extending new ones. Therefore, B will perform the same operation as A.
Lastly, if the block contains vertice max (vertice max >vertice min ) tree nodes, only partial tree nodes in it are needed for growing new nodes, as shown in Figure 4 . Therefore, partial tree nodes in it can be deleted so that the number of tree nodes which need to be stored in the entire exploration process can be controlled within a certain range. Meanwhile, since the valid tree nodes only exists in X know , this block is likely to have been in X know . If this block is in X know , then it is regarded as invalid. Thus, we do not sample x rand and grow x new in it and number delete tree nodes in it are deleted. Otherwise, only number delete tree nodes in the invalid block is deleted, but it still can sample x rand and grow x new in it. If the number of tree nodes in the block reaches vertice max again, we will continue to handle this block according to the above rules. The operations of other blocks also follow the above rules.
When the exploration is completed, only the tree nodes in the outermost blocks of the known map still exist, and the tree nodes in the other known map blocks will be deleted. Therefore, number vertice will quickly converge to a fixed proportion of the perimeter L of the known environmental map, which is calculated by Equation (1).
C. Implementation details
In the sample-based frontier detection algorithm, we first need to initialize the block using BlockInitial function. Sample function is used to sample x rand in a given range. N earest function is used to find the valid tree node x nearest which is nearest from x rand . Steer function is used to generate x new so that the length of the edge between x rand and x new is fixed η. After that, detection for frontiers and deletion of redundant tree nodes are carried out. F indF rontier(map, x nearest , x new ) = 1 indicates that there is a frontier point on the newly grown edge and F indF rontier(map, x nearest , x new ) = 0 indicates that the newly grown edge is within the known region. OperationBlock fuction corresponds the operation of blocks. 
There are five important parameters: η, resolution block , vertice min , vertice max and number delete. . In this paper, we set η equal to resolution block . vertice min and vertice max both should be selected based on the complexity of the environment and the value of resolution block (the more complex the environment is or the larger resolution block is, the greater vertice min should be), so that the number of tree nodes which need to be stored in the process of exploration is less without affecting the frontier detection speed. Finally, when number delete tree nodes are deleted in a block, there should still be enough tree nodes which can be used to extend new ones. In this paper, we set vertice max = 2 × vertice min and number delete = vertice min . 
IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In order to validate the proposed sample-based frontier detection algorithm, we compare it with the RFD algorithm [6] and the traditional edge detection (ED) method [11] . Since the main contribution of this paper is to propose a more efficient frontier detection algorithm, for easy comparison, we use the same filter module, task allocation module, path planning module, SLAM module as used in [6] . For specific details, please refer to [6] .
In this paper, gazebo is used to simulate robot's exploration of unknown environments. Two different kind of simulation environments are built. One is an ordinary environment, as shown in Figure 5 , with an area of about 300m 2 ; the other is an unfavorable environment, as shown in Figure 6 , with an area of about 240m
2 . The radius of the robot is 0.175m; the maximum velocity of robot is 0.3m/s; the maximum acceleration of robot is 0.05m/s 2 ; the laser radar's scanning angle is 240
• and the detection range is 60m. Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively represent the environment and the corresponding occupancy grid map model after completing exploration. The red points represent the tree nodes that need to be stored. In the experiments of the two simulation environments, the step length η of our tree is the same as the step length of the global exploration tree in RFD algorithm, which is set to 1m, 2m, 4m, 6m, 10m respectively. Meanwhile, vertice min is set to 2, 2, 4, 6, 8 corresponding to η. The step length of the local exploration tree in RFD algorithm is fixed to 1m. In each environment, 5 experiments are carried out for each step length. The mean time is drawn as histograms, as shown in Figure 7 . Then, the number of the tree nodes that need to be stored is made as connection diagrams based on some of the time points, as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 . In addition, the ED method is used in 5 experiments under two environments, and the mean time is taken as the experimental result: the exploration time used in the ordinary environment is 614s, and the exploration time used in the unfavorable environment is 920s.The experiment video can be found at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x7W5d0EwW6M &feature=youtu.be.
As you can see, in the ordinary environment, our SRD algorithm greatly reduces the number of tree nodes and the performance of the exploration is not inferior to the RFD algorithm and the ED method. In the unfavorable environment, our SFD algorithm not only greatly reduces the number of tree nodes but also improves the efficiency of the exploration. Compared to RFD algorithm, it shortens the time used in the exploration, and is not inferior to the frontier search method based on image processing. In addition, from Figure 7 , we can see that in the two environments, the step length has little influence on our SFD algorithm, which is due to the new growing rule of the random tree. Since the performance of random trees in large and high dimensional environment are better than the ED method, our SFD algorithm should be better than the RFD algorithm and ED method in large and high-dimensional environments.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a sample-based frontier detection algorithm (SFD). Firstly, by changing the growing rule and the storage mode of the rapidly-exploration random trees, the drawback of slow growth of random trees in unfavorable environments is overcome. Secondly, by putting forward the concept of block and setting the operation rules of the block, the redundant tree nodes produced during exploration are deleted, thus greatly reducing the required memory resources. Two different kind of simulation environments are set up and the experimental results show that SFD saves the memory resources without losing the exploration performance, presents better performance in the unfavorable environment, and has a good prospect in large and high-dimensional environments.
